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Ticket prices for
campus concerts
see increase
Tickets go up $3 in
response to the expenses
of bringing in performers,
production costs and
employees working at the
events | Page 3

Iraq introduces a
new flag
Symbols of Saddam
Hussein's regime were
removed from the Iraq
flag and raised over the
Iraqi Cabinet
building in Baghdad

CHARLES DtURAPAK

Primary results
Obama, Clinton close; McCain wins
By David Espo

| Page 10

The Associated Press

Moderates give
McCain his boost
The Republicans'
conservative base is not
pleased with their front-runner
while Romney loses ground
to Huckabee, writes Sean
Lutzmam |Page4

The police aren't the
only ones issuing
traffic tickets
Private companies
owning traffic light
cameras receive profits

APPK

SUPER TUESDAY: Republican presidental hopeful Sen John McCain leaves his "Straight Talk Eicpress" campaign bus behind.

WASHINGTON — Sen. John
McCain swept a string of delegate-rich, East Coast primaries last night, reaching for
command of the race for die
Republican presidential nomination. Democrats Hillary
Rodham Clinton and Barack
Obama traded victories in an
epic struggle from Connecticut
to California.
McCain, the early Republican
front-runner whose campaign nearly unraveled six
months ago, won in New York,
New lersey, Connecticut and
Delaware to gain all 198 delegates at stake there. He also
put Illinois and Oklahoma in
his column.

Former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee won in Alabama
and in his home state. He also
triumphed at the Republican
West Virginia convention, and
told The Associated Press in an
interview he would campaign
on."The one way you can't win
a race is to quit it. and until
somebody beats me, I'm going
to answer the bell for every
round of this fight," he said.
Romney, the former governor of Massachusetts, won a
home state victory. He also took
Utah, where fellow Mormons
supported his candidacy.
Democrats played out a historic struggle between Clinton,
seeking to become the first
female president and Obama,
hoping to become the first
black to win the White House.

'Raucous Caucus'
at Campus
Pollyeyes
By Dave Herrcra
Senior Editor

It was like a breads!ick stuffed
with politics.
Around 50 University
students and faculty members, fueled by S200 worth
of food and two widescreen
TVs tuned to CNN, crowded
into Campus Pollyeyes last
night for "Raucous Caucus"
to watch the Super Tuesday
returns trickle in.
The turnout nearly breached
See CAUCUS | Page 2

from tickets, writes Sean
Martin | Page 4

Catholic
groups kick

off Lent

Levy to determine
funding for Wood
County Parks

By Becky Tcnar
Reporter

Wood County Park
District timeline for
the next five years ...
if the levy passes.

By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

After the partying and bingeing of yesterday's Mardi Gras
and Fat Tuesday celebration,
many Catholic students are
getting down to business.
Today on Ash Wednesday
they will give up certain foods,
music and even television to
improve their spiritual lives.
They will devote more time
to the poor and less fortunate.
And they will kick-off their
change in lifestyle with an ash
cross on their forehead.
Ash Wednesday marks
a time for reflection, fasting
and penance in anticipation
of Easter Sunday. Sources
from Creed on Campus and

Watching a fight break out
between the instructor and
the computer equipment is
not a welcomed distraction in
some University classrooms.
In fact, some students, like
sophomore Chris Gyurnek.
believe instructors should be
given formal training if the use
of equipment is regular and
essential to the class.
"Sometimes it would be better to use the blackboard or an
overhead projector," he said.
"I've had some professors who
knew some things but still had
minor issues. There is no reason they shouldn't be formally
trained."
The University does offer
training several times a year
to the faculty members on

On March 4, voters will decide
how much they cherish the
outdoors as they vote whether
to increase the Wood County
Park District levy from .7 mill
to 1 mill.
Neil Munger, Wood County
Park District director, said the
levy makes up 90 percent of
the park district's income, and
without it, there would be no
park district.
The current .7 mill levy
generates about S1.5 million
annually, and If the .3 mill
levy increase is improved,
Munger said it should generate
S2.8 million.
Munger said meetings were
held throughout the county to
receive input from the community, from which the levy
increase was proposed.
"It's a very realistic Figure
based on experience, what
we want to do and what the
voters want to see happen,"
Munger said.
If the levy increase is
approved by voters, Program
Coordinator Debby Nofzinger
said the park district will be
able to expand educational
programs, develop more park
areas, increase staffing and
improve existing parks.
"|The new levyl will help us
provide more opportunities
for the county because of the
increase in staffing and will
allow us to develop several of
our park properties that have
been waiting to be developed."
Michelle Grigore, director
of Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation, said if the levy
passes it could mean big things
for city parks too.
One of the parks to be
developed is a plot of land on
Napoleon Road and Kenwood
Avenue, which Grigore said
will be a partnership between
Wood County and Bowling
Green parks.
Bowling Green Parks and

SeeFACULTY|Page2

See LEVY | Page 2

See LENT | Page 2

Technology
troubles
faculty
By Kelly Metl
Reporter

-2009:
Cedar Creek Preserve
Utilities, parking lot. restrooms.
lawn project
Bradner Preserve
Parking lot. restrooms.
campground, signs. ATV trails

-2010:
Cedar Creek Preserve
Shelter house, playground
equipment, trail improvements
Bradner Preserve
Playground, open shelter, trail
improvements
Cricket Frog Cove
Trail and boardwalk
Carter Loomis Farm Park
Parking lot and drive, main
barn and building repairs
Beaver Creek Preserve
Entrance sign

-2011:
Cedar Creek Preserve
Shelter house
William Henry Harrison

Park
Shelter renovations,
playground equipment
Beaver Creek Preserve
Nature trails, camping area,
deck repairs, storage shed,
telescope house, fencing, pond
management
Carter Loomis Farm Park
Farm house restoration

-2012:
W.W. Knight Preserve
Construct second floor, bridge,
stone trail surface
Cricket Frog Cove
Restrooms. shelter house
Ostego Park
Playground equipment
Bradner Preserve
Utilities, parking lot. shelter
house

-2015:
Cricket Frog Cove
Utilities
Bradner Preserve

Interpretive center
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shutting you down; if you want
to get a college education then
go elsewhere'," Bowers said.
"That could have been the end of
BG right then and there but the
towns people and the University
people got together and really
lobbied the state."
During World War II many
male students and younger male
faculty members were drafted
to serve overseas, which led to
an enormous decrease in enrollment and another survival scare
for the University, Bowers said.
To continue its existence, the
University contracted with the
Army and the Navy.
"|The Army and Navyl
brought training programs to the
University called V5 and V12,"
Bowers said. "These were soldiers
that were brought in for particular training purposes and a lot of
it was with airplanes. They would
go out to the airport and learn
how to be mechanics."
Alter the war ended the
enrollment in the University
skyrocketed.
"With the GI Bill |the
University] had a humongous
rush of male students coming
back |from the war] to get a

HISTORY
From Page 1

learning when classes started
in 1914.
"[Williams] started to call us
a college rather than a normal
school right off the bat," former
Universityarchivist Ann Bowers
said. "He began to develop a
curriculum that was not just
education |courses|, but also
liberal arts."
The College even had an agricultural department until Ohio
State shut it down because they
were the only school of agriculture in Ohio and intended to
keep it that way, Bowers said.
Before the agricultural department was taken away it featured
hands-on experience.
"We had milking and dairying classes," Charter said. "There
were cows kept in the basement
ofMoseley Hall."
The 1930s brought the Gnat
Depression, which almost led
to the closing of the University,
and the opening of a Mental
Institution in its place.
"The state could have very
easily have said, 'Nope we're

BLOTTER

LENT

FRIDAY

From

St. Thomas More said it marks
(he first day of Lent, exactly 46
days before Easter. Lent is a 40day period of fasting, excluding
Sundays, set to parallel the biblical story of lesus' 40-day fast in
the wilderness.
For senior Angela Wasserman
Ash Wednesday is a day of
remembrance.
"It reminds us of our humanity, humility and sacrifice,"
she said.
Those who choose to observe
Ash Wednesday will attend services to receive an ash marking
on their forehead to begin the
season of Lent. This distribution
of ash is an imitation of what the
Romans did to public sinners,
who were covered in ash, wore
sackcloth and were sent away
from the church for 40 days.
This punishment was meant to
humble the sinners and remind
them of their insignificance
compared to God. Today, the
purpose of the ash markings is
lo display humility.
Freshman lillian Barrick
believes Ash Wednesday is a day
to acknowledge fault and create a

442 P.M.
University police were notified of
several fraudulent refund checks
from the bursars office that were
being cashed. The person who filed
the complaint said several of the
checks were cashed using the real
name of the person trying to cash
them. The investigation is currently
m the hands of another poke force.

MONDAY
1:57 P.M.
The hall staff of McDonald called to
report vandalism to the men's rest
room at the 2nd floor East. The officer noticed several racist comments
and images written in graffiti when
he arrived to check the area.
ONLINE: Go to www bgnewseom for

k

the complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

lhe

college education if the government was going to pay for it,"
Bowers said.
This led to an older student
body at the University, which
caused change because married housing and temporary
housing had to be provided for
the new rush of older students,
Bowers said.
The unrest of the 1960s
brought civil disobedience to
the University through protests
for issues such as student rights
and the ROTC's yearly parade.
Bowers said. The unrest peaked
on May 4, 1970, when four people were shot and killed by the
National Guard at Kent State, but
the University held strong.
"President IWilliam] Jerome
showed very good leadership,"
Bowers said. "We were the only
state school not to shut down."
Even though the University
did not shut down, president
lerome gave students the option
of leaving for the semester with
the grade they had, and returning in the fall, Bowers said.
President Jerome even encou raged people to express their
beliefs about the issue.
"| President lerome] put

a microphone on the steps of
Williams," Bowers said. "He said
that anybody could speak; anybody could congregate."
Distinguished
Teaching
History Professor Edmund
Danziger said that this era of
protest also brought improved
student rights.
"As a result of that we now
find students about on every
committee in the University,"
Danziger said.
The racial protests of the era
also reflected on the University
through what was taught, and
the addition of new University
programs in the late 1970s. '80s
and '90s, Danziger said.
"All sorts of things happened
including what we were teaching," Danziger said. "It was
really an exiting time to be an
American and to be a teacher."
Danziger believes that
BGSU has evolved into an
exceptional University.
"The thing that impresses me
the most (about the University]
is despite all these changes in
the world and the changes in
the University, leaching has
remained our central focus,"
Panziger said.

Today's Ash
Wednesday Services

take part in Ash Wednesday and
the Lenten season.
Sophomore Marley Silvestri
of Creed on Campus said Ash
Wednesday is not a day of Holy
Obligation in the Catholic Church
but Ls the most attended service at
the University.
"Some people come just to
gel the ash on their foreheads"
Silvestri said.
Father Michael Dandurand
of St. Thomas More said Ash
Wednesday is an important
spiritual day for students and the
University. I le said many students
are looking for something more in
their lives. Ash Wednesday can
provide those searching students
with answers and a fresh start.
"This day |Ash Wednesday]
is a sign of hope." Father
Dandurand said.
Creed on Campus and St.
Thomas More have arranged
several opportunities for students to take part in Ash
Wednesday. There will be
four services offered today. SI.
Thomas More will have services
at 7:30 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. and
the Student Union will have
services al 11:30 a.m. and 5:15
p.m. Masses and Services are
open to all University students,
faculty and staff.

There are many services
observing Ash Wednesday
■ St. Thomas More 7:30
a.m. and 9 p.m.
■ Student Union 11:30 a.m.
and 5:15 p.m.

clean slate.
"It's a day to remind myself that
I need lo keep trying to live a better life," she said.
Ashes are made from burning
the palm leaves from the previous
year's Palm Sunday celebration
and are blessed with holy water
and scented with incense. The
ashes are placed on the forehead
usually in the shape of a cross or
thumb print and should be worn
until sun down. When marking
the foreheads the clergy offer
words of instruction or wisdom.
Sophomore AustinAmmanniti
said he was told, "Remember,
man is dust, and unto dust you
shall return." He said the verse
is meant to remind man of his
humility, just as the ash does.
Ash Wednesday is observed
prominently by Catholic and
Lutheran denominations but
nrany Protestant churches also

www.bgnews.com

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

08-09

School Year
Listings Available
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
Full cable W/HB0 - $20/month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

mm bwuwmnandswM com

CAWMimtS

» Condominiums torrent!
Beautiful ranch style cortdommkirrs

S6507month phis i/MSes
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1or2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office In some units
Ceniral air

321 E. Merry 5 BDRM.
311 E. Reed 3 BDRM.
and more
Houses. Apts & Efficiencies

419-354-0070

419.353.0325

www shamrrckv*ar^comJon«raums com

WJNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
*--

3N

j|

,-

inn
Winlhrop I Summit Terrace

-.*-.._
Apartment Size

2 Bed /I Bath

■1 bed / ? bath

4 bed / 4 bath

# of Roomates

@

4

4

3

Rent

$570 ($215 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)
$114

3 bed/1.5 bath

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

S1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

|

FACULTY
From Page 1

COURIESY OF IHt Jf ROM* LIBRARY ARCHIVES
PAGE 1 TOP: University Hall in 1936.
PAGE 1 SECOND FROM THE TOP:
University students protest an ROTC parade
in 1977.
PAGE 1 THIRD FROM THE TOP Dorm
room in 1974
PAGE 1 FOURTH FROM THE TOP:
Constructing of University Hall between 1913
and 1915.
ABOVE: President William Jerome speaks
on the steps o( Williams Hall, where he set
up a microphone for free speech.

LEVY
From Page 1

Recreation will also benefit
from an increase in funding from the Local Park
Improvement Grant Program,
Mungersaid.
The grant is used for
improvements in cily parks,
township and village parks.
Munger said the Wood County
Park District has been able to
grant about $75,000 annually
and hopes to increase the figure to $100,000 with the successful passing of lhe levy.
Munger said improvements
to t he Cedar Creek Preserve are
first on the lisi of park improvements, which is scheduled to
receive new restrooms, lighting, playground equipment
and walking paths.

CAUCUS
From Page 1

Pollyeyes' fire safety limit
and far exceeded what lhe
organizers, political science
honors society Pi Sigma
Alpha, expected.
"This is amazing that so
many people are so excited
about lhe election," said
Corinne Staggs, the society's
president.
Drinks of all kinds were flowing and the night lived up to its
name well before 8 p.m., when
lhe first wave of polls closed.
But as CNN started showing
its projected winners, cheers
erupted from all sides.
Knack Obama had huge
support in the room.
"Yeah! Take it! Take it
Obama!" yelled one supporter
toward a IV showing the senator had worked out a narrow
lead in Connecticut.
Meanwhile. Hillary
Clinton drew a chorus of
boos when she was predicted to win Oklahoma.
A group of College
Republicans, many of whom
supported Min Romney, sat in
the far end of the room, holding out hope as early returns
suggested wins for his chief
rival, (ohn McCain.
In a comer booth close to
the door, a small but dedicated

the software, but the training
is not mandatory, said Kevin
Work. Director of Instructional
Media Services (IMS).
Julie Baker, Manager of
Classroom Technology for
Information
Technology
Services (ITS), said finding
time for the faculty to spend an
hour for training and finding a
classroom available are among
some issues with formal training; this is why it would be
almost impossible for the
training lo be mandatory for
all faculty.
Most of the training pertains
to the standard equipment in
the cabinets, which include
the video projector, VCR and
DVD, computer, a smart pad,
sound system and streaming
video from WBGU.
An employee from ITS trains
the instructor one-on-one by
walking them through all the
equipment and how they work.
The instructor will then use
the equipment on their own to
acquaint themselves and ask
questions, Baker said.
For any issues with the
equipment, the instructor can
contact the ITS help lineand be
walked through the problem,
said losh Von Lehmden, ITS
Support Services Supervisor. If
the equipment does not work
and is interrupting class time,
a technician is brought in and a
laptop and projector are rolled
into the classroom to substitute for the other machine.
The instructors also have
a guide inside the cabinet to
help with minor issues, such
as loading a DVD or turning on
the projeclor.
In many classes, the guides
seem to help a lot of instructors, said Junior Dillon 1 awson,
especially when many instructors have problems just starting the equipment.
"It seems like most professors look at the equipment like
it's from the inside of a NASA
space shuttle ... and it lakes
al least 15 minutes to launch
class," he said.
Whal once was a timeof film
reels and overhead projectors
is now a lime for PowerPoint
and YouTube. According to
the team of tech-professionals
on campus, it is important to
utilize resources and learn to
operate lhe equipment in an
age of changing technology.

SCOTT DECKER

TMEBGNEWS

POLITICAL PARTY: Student Repubkans
and Democrats gather at Campus Pollyeyes
to watch the election results.

group of Ron Paul supporters
vowed to stick with their candidate beyond the primaries, even
though his chances of winning
were close to nil.
Quentin Wise, the College
Republican's chair, said the turnout made the night a success.
"This is our big event, this is it
— the election." Wise said.

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some wits taken from ewntibgsu.edu

8 am. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #7 "Student Art
Glass Association Exhibit"
HO and 151 Union

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Chef Billie Jo
Demo Lunch Presentation
Union • Falcon's Nest

Faculty senate
meeting leads to
change of policy
By India Hunter

202A Union - Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

5:15-6:15 prn.
Ash Wednesday Mass
202A Lenhart Grand Ballroom

1:30-4:30 pm
Women's Chorus Ball
Union Table Space 118-5

5:30-/:30 p.m.
Winding Road
509 Union - >1eiter Family Mtg Rm

6 - 8:30 pm.
A Taste of February
228 Union ■ Multipurpose Room

8 p.m.
Faculty Art Series: Faculty
Composers' Forum
Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center

9 -10:30 pm.
Founders Program Series
- Making a Work of Art
Founders Conference Room

9 -11 pm.
Wednesdays in the Pub:
Spelling Bee
101 Union - Blade Swamp Pub

During yesterday's meeting, faculty senate discussed
and proposed changes to the
Performance-Based
Merit
System policy.
Every three years faculty
senate members examine the
merit policy to clear up any
ambiguous wording and to
propose necessary changes.
The merit policy system is
what the University uses to
determine faculty raises, said
Faculty Chair Patrick Pauken.
"This is something that is
regulated by University charter
and is an important mandate
for professors and instructors,"
said Alden Craddock, professor
of teaching and learning.
There were a few changes
within the policy, which were
passed by the faculty senate
yesterday.
Along with the proposed
changes from the Faculty
Welfare Committee, a few professors brought up their concerns regarding the current
language in the charter, which
they feel is unclear.
"I feel the existing wording is
ambiguous," said English professor Sue Carter Wood.
Wood continued on to say
such ambiguous language is
substantive and could cause
gray areas of uncertainty in the
future. Her proposal to change
the wording in one area of the
document, which previously
stated, "With the exception
of external peer review," and
move this statement to a different area of the sentence was
passed by the faculty senate.
Faculty senate members also
addressed areas of the charter

important to
give back to the
community."
Joan Gordon
Committee Member
where the words "should" and
"will" were used. For instance
one change passed by faculty
senatemembers was the following, "All faculty should receive
an annual performance" to
"All faculty will receive an
annual performance."
Most faculty senate members agreed the proposed
changes added more governance to the merit policy and
added clarity as to what principles professors are judged by
regarding faculty raises.
The meeting closed with
guests, Deanna Woodhouse
and Joan Gordon from the committee of the city of Bowling
Green's 175th anniversary.
Woodhouse and Gordon
urged faculty members to
encourage their students to
participate in the festivities
commemorating Bowling
Green's anniversary. This
could be done by giving presentations using podcasts
that highlight the city, or by
simply attending anniversary
activities planned throughout
the year.
"1 think it's important to give
back to the community," Gordan
said, regarding her passion for
the city's 175th birthday.
Faculty senate meets the
first Tuesday of each"month in
McFall center at 2:30 p.m. and
is open to the public.

declining value of the U.S. dollar
affects students studying abroad
By Mark Miller
U-Wire

•

COLUMBUS. Ohio — The dollar
just doesn't stretch as far as it
used to.
In an article published in
December, The New York Times
reported that since January 2001,
the dollar has dropped 19.8 percent when its trade value with
other countries is considered.
Although a falling dollar leads
to inflation at home, the majority of the impact is being felt in
exchange rates.
Most Ohio State University
students do not wake up in
the morning and immediately wonder how many euros
one American dollar is worth.
However, for anyone considering studying abroad or even just
backpacking across Europe in
the summer-exchange rates can
become a very real issue.
Although OSU's Office of
International Affairs has already
set prices for study abroad
programs, living expenses
can quickly turn a trip sour.

Fortunately, there is hope for the
future of exchange rates, and
ways that students can cut down
their costs for studying abroad
right now.
"It was a shock. I couldn't
believe it was costing this much
money," said Jeni Forestal, a
junior in political science and
comparative studies. She spent
fall quarter 07 in London, where
one pound is worth twice as
much as a dollar.
"We followed the exchange
rate like Americans follow gas
prices," she said. "I had friends
who had the exchange rate scroll
across the bottom of their computer screens. It was the first
time I had to consciously think
about prices."
What's wrong with the dollar?
"Exchange rates are determined
by international trade," said
Richard Dietrich, professor and
chairman of the Department of
Accounting and Management
Information Systems.
If the U.S. buys more than it
sells, it can create an imbalance.
This imbalance is what causes

CHANGING THE TASTE OF CAMPUS FOOD

"I think its

Reporter

11:30 am-12:30 p.m.
Ash Wednesday Mass

Wednesday. February 6.2008 5

the exchange rates with other
countries to fluctuate. For an
exchange rate to stay constant,
the U.S. must be selling exactly
as much to other countries as it
is buying.
For a long time, however, the
U.S. has been buying more from
other countries than it sells. In
November 2007, the U.S. purchased $205.4 billion, and sold
S142.3 billion, producing a trade
deficit of $63.1 billion, Dietrich
said. This caused the value of the
dollar to decline against other
major currencies.
"As the price of a euro rises,
it becomes more expensive [in
dollarsl for us to buy products or
services from European Union
countries," Dietrich said. "So
long, spring break in Paris."
The Office of International
Affairs certainly has not seen
a drop in students studying
abroad. In fall 2007, 433 students went through OSU's study
abroad program, compared with
only 348 in fall 2006.
"We set our programs; we
stick to our prices," said Johnson.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

RACHEL ft*DW»NSKI

"HF BG NEWS

CHOCOLATE DECADENCE: Among the stars of the show at the GFS Food Tasling yesterday in the Union Ballroom were aemefilled
chocolate truffles Students participated by trying food and rating it with smiley stickers, the winners will be on neit years campus menu.

The Sound of Money'
Increase in the cost of tickets for musical performances
By Lisa Slang

["here haven't been many

"I hope to be a

Reporter
For the first time in almost
three years, the Bowling Green
College of Musical Arts raised
ticket prices and changed box
office policies.
This semester, there has been
a S3 increase for tickets purchased on the day of the event.
Along with this new policy is a
change in the methods of payment allowed on the day of the
show. In the hour prior to the
time the event is due to begin,
only cash, check or BGI Cards
will be accepted. Credit and
debit cards will only be accepted more than one hour before
the performance begins.
According to a news release
from Media Relations Director
Teri Sharp, the price of general
admission tickets purchased
in advance for college-sponsored events is S7 for students
and senior citizens and SIO for
other adults.
Deborah Fleitz, Director of
Public Events, said the S3 surcharge is to help encourage
viewers to purchase their tickets in advance, Fleitz said there
have been many instances
where a large number of viewers wait until right before the
performance to purchase their
tickets, which causes the box

cornplaints from students about

professional musician,
and I want people
to pay for me."
Danielle Buenger | Violinist
office to get backed up and the
performers to have to start late.
The ticket prices were raised to
cover the expense of putting
on concerts; such as the cost of
production, renting music and
paper for the programs.
the rise in prices also helps
to pay performers who are
brought in from outside of the
school and students who work
in the box office, Fleitz said.
Sophomore Den ielle Buenger,
a violinist, says she doesn't
mind paying.
"Obviously you don't want to
have someone to tell you that
you have to pay for something,''
Buenger said. "Paying makes
you appreciate the music more,
because if you don't pay you're
more likely to just fall asleep."
Buenger said she thinks
it's important to support the
hard working musicians in
the college.
"I hope to be a professional
musician, and I want people to
pay for me," she said.

the rise in prices. Fleitz said.
"If a student did have strong
feelings about the price of ticketed evenis. the number |of
ticketed eventsl is so minimal
compared to the free events,"
she said.
Sophomore Megan Vickio. a
trumpet player, said she does
find it somewhat frustrating to
have to pay for performances.
but doesn't complain.
"I see what they want to do.
they want the concerts to start
on time, but it's drawing people away because of the price.

Vickio said.
Music students are required
to go to 15 performances of
their choice a semester for six
semesters. Mosl of these performances are usually free, but
three of these 15 performances
are typically paid for, such as
guest performers.
Paid events also include the
Festival Series, which is a series
of six evenis, each typically
consisting of large ensembles
or guest performers that cost
money to bring to the school,
which is not University sponsored. Attendance of the
Festival Series events can
include a subscription to all six
evenis which ranges from $50
to $120 for students.
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STILL WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN USG?
Time is still here...

.oi#^

Come to an Informational session and
learn how you can participate.

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!
Going Fast!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

[

Wed., Feb 6th: 318 BTSU at 6pm
Tues., Feb 19th: 314 BTSU at 7pm
If interested and cannot attend
contact Chief Administrator Ashley Douglas at
ashdoug@bgnet.bgsu.edu

]
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FACULTY ON

"It seems like most professors look at the equipment like it's from the inside of a NASA space
shuttle... and it takes at least 15 minutes to launch class." - Dillon Lawson, junior [see story pg i]
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THE STREET How do you feel about the technological equipment provided in the University's classrooms?

"There is a lack of
technology in a lot
of classrooms, but I
don't use it as much."
SUSAN PETROSHIUS.
Marketing

H
£ J

1 love the equipment

"All the equipment

"I've had problems

in the classrooms, but

is wonderful, much

and one time it took

not al classrooms have

better over the last

two week to get the

Have your own take on

equipment"

several years"

problem fixed"

today's People On The

STEPHANIE ROZENE.
Ceramics

BRETT HOLDEN.
English

LYNN PEARSON.
Spanish

fc

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

OUR VIEW

Conservatives weary of McCain

USG sparks a solid discussion
t's good to know that students are thinking
about what's going on at the University and
ways its representatives can improve our
time here.
The students who spoke up at Monday's
Undergraduate Student Government open forum
brought important ideas to the forefront — sanitation, parking, shuttle busses and more. USG now
has little excuse for stacking off in debating die
issues, rinding quality solutions and working to
implement them.
Out of last night's discussion, it's clear an
improved off-campus shuttle route deserves the
government's full attention.
Students like to hear live music, to enjoy a
meal out or to relax with good coffee and a book.
Sometimes they want to rent a movie or buy food

I

not available on campus.
The city's downtown area, and beyond, provide
all these things and more. A shuttle route that
included more of BG would give students access to
local businesses and vice versa. It could cut down
on exhaust emissions from cars making the trip.
But a shuttle could also be a spectacular failure,
if no one wants to give up the ability to drive downtown whenever they please.
So while we support a shuttle, the administration
should keep a close eye on it. An empty bus driving
downtown all day is a waste — a good idea with an

unfortunate lack of support.
KYOU
Another student came up
^ DECIDE
with a somewhat radical idea:
Should the commuter
swapping parking lots.
and residential parkThe idea is that on-campus
7
residents park next to their res- ing lots be switched
idence halls, while commuters Send an e-mail to
would take lots 6 and Overflow thenewsffbgnewscom
and tell us what you
on the east side of campus
think, or post feedback
near the stadium.
on our Web site
I .ven with more frequent
shuttles coming to the east
parking lots, the idea seems dodgy — sure to spark
controversy, if nothing else.
But there are other options, like not allowing
freshmen to bring cars here in the first place, that
would also open up spots without shoving commuters to the outskirts of campus.
Still, it's an idea worth debating, and in the end,
that might Ix1 the most important thing to take
away from Monday night.
It's not often the Undergraduate Student
Government gives us so much to talk about.
Maybe they're catching the wave from the
presidential race.
But their open forum in the Union this past
Monday looks like it was a strong success, with
plenty of suggestions and concerns put on the
table, so thumbs up to US(i for trying.

Do advisers care about learning.'?
The University's Web site tells prospective
students to expect some really neat things
when they get here.
They can "explore a universe of opportunities" and
"find inspiration in a dynamic academic environment." They'll be "equipped with resources that will
enable [than] to pursue a lifetime of personal growth
and infinite possibilities." Sounds exciting!
Too bad it's only lip service.
We reported yesterday on a College of Arts and
Sciences advisor who advised against students
double majoring.
It's not marketable, the adviser argued. You can get
the skills you need with only one major. It takes more
than four years.
How sad that at a university, a supposed
place of learning, we're told to not pursue
studies because it doesn't help us in a quest to
be walking advertisements.
Skills are a good thing. Being able to get a job is a

good thing. That certainly should be kept in mind.
And there are good reasons to consider not double
majoring, such as whether students can afford to stay
here that long.
But shouldn't we at least start the discussion on the
side of encouraging students to pursue the academic
fields they're interested in?
Shouldn't we encourage thinking across multiple disciplines?
What does a world-class education, the kind of
education the University claims to offer, have anything to do with being sure to graduate in a prompt
four years? It feels like we're on an assembly line.
Maybe the only people who want to double major
are the ones who don't care about learning, but just
want a higher-paying job. 'That's sometimes a problem in itself.
But for the people who are here to broaden their
horizons, this treatment is an insult, and it makes our
marketing prose a shame and a lie.

"Huckabee has become the spoiler
candidate of the race in McCain's favor,
though much to the chagrin of the party's
conservative leaders "
Something very interesting is
happening to the Republican

Paityi
It's on the verge of nominating
a candidate a significant number of its members don't like.
I've never been very good
at making predictions in the
realm of politics (I thought
conservative Republicans
would rally around the very
conservative Fred Thompson
and take him all the way to the
nomination). But I'm willing
to take a stab here and assume
that, as you're reading this the
day after "Tsunami Tuesday."
Sen. lohn McCain will have
emerged out of the race as the
clear victor and the Republican
presidential nominee.
I'm basing that prediction on two factors: moderate Republicans and Mike
I luckabee.
I'm making a fairly safe guess
that the moderate and (few
remaining) liberal members
of the Republican Party have
carried flie day for McCain in
the three delegate-rich states of
California, New York and New
Jersey. I'd even be surprised
if his most serious candidate
currently in the race, former
Massachusetts Governor Mitt
Romney, won his home state.
According to Rasmussen
Reports, if McCain is able to
pull off the big victories in
California and New York, the
only way Romney could possibly catch up would be if he
would win two-thirds of all
the delegates in the remaining
primaries and caucuses.
ITte other leading contributor
to McCain's rise and Romney s

fall, which would make the
aforementioned task nearly
impossible, is the other serious candidate in the race, former Arkansas Governor Mike
Huckabee. With all die moderates united squarely behind
McCain, the conservative base
of the party is split between
the solidly socially-conservative (and Chuck Norris-backed)
Huckabee and the businessfriendly lohnny-come-latelysocially-conservative Romney.
In other words, Huckabee has
become the spoiler candidate
of the race in McCain's favor,
though much to the chagrin of
the party's conservative leaders.
If Huckabee were to put an end
to his own campaign, the conservative base/eslablishmentbacked Romney would be more
than likely the party's nominee.
It is becoming more and more'
apparent that lohn McCain is
not liked try most of the conservatives in the Republican Party,
especially the more prominent
radio and television talk show
hosts like Sean Hannity and
Rush I jmbaugh and other leading spokespeople of the party's
right-wing section.
It's gotten so unbelievably bad
that even conservative queenof-mean Ann Coulter has stated
that if lohn McCain were to
become the party's nominee,
she would encourage all of
her legions of adoring fans to
vote for New York Senator and
Democratic candidate I Hilary
Clinton. Her reason was that
Clinton would be more conservative than McCain.
Now I'm going to assume that

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

But camera, the light was yellow!
"If the same rules about cameras witnessing
crimes and civil offenses now apply to
robbing banks... I just found a cheap way to
pay for law school."
We can all agree that running
red lights at an intersection is
something that governments
should try to combat. It is dangerous and unnecessarily puts
innocent people at risk.
But in many cases cities are
taking in ridiculous revenue
from tickets without reducing
accidents and violating the law
by having private citizens deciding the legal fate of people with
no control or regulation.
So how does this all work?
Well let's say you run a red
light. Nobody was around to
see it and you might see a flash
out of the corner of your eye;
maybe not.
Sometime later, you end up
with a ticket and a picture saying
that you have to pay a fine, yet
there will be no points added to
your license.
Recently, the Ohio Supreme

■ E-mail us at thenews<**bgr>ews,com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

charge is different depending
on whether a cop or a camera
catches people? Running a
red light is the same whether a
camera, a cop or 1,000 people
witness it.
I wonder if the same rules
about cameras witnessing
crimes and civil offenses now
apply to robbing banks?
If so. I just found a cheap way
to pay for law school. Now all I
need to do is find a ski mask.
Anyway, I'm getting sidetracked. I should go back to
looking at the process of paying
your fine.
When you pay your fine, the
money is split between the city
and the company that is responsible for identifying you.
See MARTIN | Page 5

— Respond to Sean al
tlieiieu 99bgtttU 's.com.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
You can be active in your

Court ruled that cities that use
these cameras are not doing anything wrong in their actions by
charging people as though they
committed a civil offense.
While changing a criminal
charge to a civil charge may
seem like a great idea to someone with bad insurance or lots of
points, people should know why
this is happening.
If a police officer cited you for
running a red light, you would be
given the right to confront your
accuser (the officer) and the government has to prove your guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt.
The problem is when the camera catches you; you cannot confront or cross-examine a camera.
I"his leaves many in a position
where they have to prove their
innocence to the court.
So how is it that the legal

Ann knows belter about the two
senators' records than to mean
that in all seriousness, but the
message was clear: the conservative leadership in the party
does not see lohn McCain as
one of their own. .
In a lot of ways he is. As a
hawk on defense with a consistent pro-life, anti-universal
healthcare and fiscally conservative record as a member of
Congress, you could hardly call
him a bleeding heart.
Yet he isn't called a maverick
for nothing.
1 le has a great record of coming together and compromising
with Democrats on some pretty
important issues in the conservative movement.
The two most prominent of
such measures — the McCainl-'cingold Act, which limited
the amount of money and
advertising special interest
groups (including many conservative organizations like the
NRA and the Club for Growth),
and McCain-Kennedy, which
provided a path to citizenship
to millions of undocumented
workers currently living in the
country — were and continue
to be lampooned by the conservative movement, who see
the former being an assault
on free speech, and the latter
as a violation of the country's
national sovereignty.
As it becomes more and more
inevitable that the minority
moderate and security-focused
conservatives will choose the
party's nomination, one can
only wonder whether the party
will unite in time for ihe general
election in November.
By then, the only hope of
cohesion within party ranks
would come from Hillary
Clinton as the Democratic
nominee.
That is, unless Ann Coulter
turned out to be serious.

student government
It is the Undergraduate Student
Government's responsibility to
explore topics and identify as
many options as possible. The
idea of the 21st birthday e-mail
is to bring celebration options
to the forefront. Currently, the
Wellness Connection already
sends out a tangible birthday
card a week before one's birthday. The idea is not to dissuade
people from drinking; it's
simply to provide people with
tools or guidelines for safe
celebrating.
The president, the vice
president, the cabinet and every
senator are all aware of the fact
that people are going to drink
regardless of what an e-mail or
a birthday card says. But it is
important to ensure that there

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU, DESIGN EDITOR
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CHRIS VOLOSCHUK. SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS. PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON, SPECIA1. SECTIONS EDfTOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR

is a way to communicate that
people are aware of how to
avoid irresponsible drinking.
It's interesting that this is
the type of topic that prompts
discussion regarding how
people feel about the student
government. People should
bring their discussions to the
student government meetings.
The meetings are not private
— they're Mondays at 7:30 p.m.
in Union 308.
Also, tell your senators and
your other representatives what
you want them to talk about.
Believe it or not, they are working on other issues. People want
to know what's up with the
clock tower, it's being worked
on. Early move-in could possibly be eliminated; it's being
worked on. Some people say the
shuttle is too slow and the stops
suck; it's being worked on.

There is always a large docket of issues that the student
government works on. The
21st birthday e-mail is just one
of many ways USG is doing
something positive for the student body. Find out what the
others are.
—Eric R. Young
Junior. AYA Education/

Integrated Social Studies
Undergraduate Student
Government Chief-of-Staff

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Columns by Marisha Pietrowstci.
Kampire Banana and
Chad Puterbaugh
Schedule iubject to change
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Thanks for listening, now let's set this straight
"Not to say that all conflicts and wars can
LEVI JOSEPH
WONDFR
COLUMNIST

be justified, but the soldiers are not to
blame. They are doing their duties. That
cannot be denied."

In light of all my recently-published work warning against
the supposed dangers posed
by the U.S. government's hiring of private military companies to augment its military
might, I've provoked the ire of
some of the readers of my work
to the point of action.
I've nettled them enough
to make them post negative
comments to my columns
on The BG News' Web site, to
make them write and submit
letters to the editor arguing
the credibility of my political
statements and enough to
even have one very loud (and
a little rude, in my opinion)
student verbally assault me on
my way to class while walking
across campus.
Some people might not take
my comments very seriously,
and some people indeed take
my statements a bit too seriously. But I'm very glad that
I've played a part, however
small it truly is, in furthering
the concept of honest, open
debate, and in getting people
to be open and honest about
their political beliefs.
One of the reasons why I
signed on to be a columnist
earlier this school year was
so that I could express my
political views openly, and
so that others would write
and contribute their own
counterpoints and rebuttals
so I could better understand

MARTIN
From Page 4

Yes, a private company is
making money issuing citations
— a commission off of every
citation in fact.
The company Lockheed
Martin operates cameras
in many large U.S. cities.
According to a California court,
they are in charge of operating,
calibrating and maintaining
the camera. This company has
private citizens decide who gets

viewpoints coming into conflict with my own. Based on
the results so far, I would say
that I've received some very
interesting and worthwhile
responses and criticisms of
my work as a columnist.
I thank everyone who has
submitted letters to the editor
to The BG News in response to
my rantings, as well as those
who have posted their own
viewpoints on the newspaper's
Web site. All of this is utterly
great; columnists and readers
are expanding and promoting the concepts of opinionated debate and of Forum in
general. It's fantastic to see
people taking an active role in
contributing to such a process,
and I urge you all to continue
your efforts.
But it's not all fun and
games in this column; I have
a few important issues to
cover. Namely, I need to better explain my positions on
certain key issues, as I believe
people have been making
assumptions about my views
due to the fact that I have
neglected to fully elaborate
upon them in my previously
written columns.
Based on the content of
the responses to my columns
concerning private military
companies, I can tend to
assume (and this is nothing
more than an assumption)
a ricket, and then writes up the
citation, and mails it
All of this is done with little
oversight by the police departments of the cities, in many
cases the signature of an issuing officer is printed onto the
citation by the computer to
save time.
The motivation behind this
entire scheme can easily be
seen in how many faulty'citations are issued. Cleveland
proudly claims it garnered more
S6.8 million during 2006.
The scary part is that in

that some of my critics consider me to be a bit of an antiAmerican person — who lives
in America! So, please allow
me to clarify where I stand
on the issue of support for
America: I am pro-USA.
Not to sound wishy-washy
and indecisive, but I do support the U.S. despite the fact
that I do feel a bit different
about why our military forces
are currently serving over
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
However, I still get the occasional "you're a communist!"
or "you hate America!" from
certain people when I voice
my political views and
related beliefs.
The term anti-American
gets thrown around far too
much, and to be a true antiAmerican is to be an anarchist; I am most definitely not
an anarchist.
Put simply, I am an
American, and I live in
America. I have no reasons to be Anti-American,
because occurrences such as
globalization, warmongering, theo-fascism and imperialism are not the fault of
America; they are the fault of
certain people and organizations living in America.
Big difference there, dear
readers. I may not agree with
everything that our politicians,
religious figureheads, and milCleveland alone during 2006,25
percent of 5,200 contested cases
were dismissed due to problems
with the camera. How many
more people were forced to pay
fines for wrong or improper
citations yet didn't know it?
These problems ranged
from ticketing the wrong car
because a car switched lanes, or
in some cases the license plate
is unreadable. The city and the
company it works with simply
guess on the numbers and letters it cannot see.
Despite these problems and

itary leaders may have to say,
but I am not anti-American.
Furthermore, despite the
content of my last column
about military politics (which
could be easily interpreted as
a one-sided slam on organized
militaries), 1 do support the
troops. The brave American
men and women currently
serving over in the Middle East
are doing their jobs. They are
making sacrifices and they
subject themselves to serious
danger so that we may live
safer lives over here in the
United States. That's not to say
that all conflicts and wars can
be justified, but the soldiers
are not to blame. They are
doing their duties. That cannot
be denied.
And finally, I realize that I
am not an overflowing fountain of knowledge when it
comes to politics, or anything
else! As Lance Corporal )J
Boone (and everyone who
commented on my articles
on bgnews.com) made clearly
evident, there are some fallacies and mistakes in my
judgments and viewpoints
regarding mainstream military politics. 1 realize this, and
I thank those who stepped up
to challenge my viewpoints
and correct my mistakes.
The only thing that I ask is
for Boone not to stereotype
me. I do indeed play Dagorhir,
Mr. Boone, but I am not an
Internet-addicted World of
Warcraft junkie. Please keep
that in mind.
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— Respond to Levi at
thenews@bgnews.com.

the 25 percent dismissal rate,
the mayor of Cleveland claimed
in a TV interview they should
simply just come down to court
and clear this whole thing up
and fix the problem.
So people have to take time
out of their busy live or off
work (not making money during this time) to come to court
and fix a problem that is the
city's fault. Cleveland's logic in
excusing their own incompetence is that "They don't have
to pay. It's a process."
So, we should be lucky and

thank the stars that we didn't get
penalized wrongly.
Studies have been conducted
in many states to show that
these red light cameras are
simply revenue generating programs, not traffic safety initiatives. Virginia and Texas have
found out that by simply adding
one second to the yellow light
cycles accidents can drop by
nearly 25 percent.
On top of the studies by state
agencies. Congress discovered
in some areas that yellow-light
times were shortened simply to

generate more tickets, and at
the same rime increased dangerous crashes.
Doing things in the name
of public safety is one thing.
The problem arises when
governments bend the rules '
to generate a profit. If they are
so cash strapped they need to
write tickets to pay the bills,
maybe they need to have new
management.
—Respond to Sean at
lhenews9bgnavs.com
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followers mix festivities with political messages
Mardi Gras clashes with Super Tuesday
By Mlkt Kunzelman
The Associated Press

4HNHEISENFELT I AP PHOTO

POLITICAL MESSAGE: Men check then costumes as they wait their turn on stage at the Bourbon Street Awards contest on Mardi Gras in the French Quarter of New Orleans yesterday

NEW ORLEANS — Fat Tuesday
and Super Tuesday collided on
the streets of the French Quarter,
where revelers added a distinctly
political flavor to the city's annual
raucous bash.
Among the men dressed in
pink baby-doll pajamas or leather
loincloths and the women flashing glimpses of flesh for beads
were some whose costumes had
political themes. Louisiana voters don't head to the polls until
Saturday, so many let their costumes make political statements
on a day when 24 other states
were holding presidential primaries and caucuses.
Kim Disselliss, 49, simply
taped a sign to her back showing
Sen. Clinton dressed as George
Washingtonandreading,"Monica
Lewinsky's X-Boyfriend's Wife for
President. 2 for 1 Sale."
Mardi Gras — also known as
Fat Tuesday — is the end to the
pre-I-enten Carnival season. The
celebration characterized by family friendly parades uptown and
in the suburbs — and by heavy
drinking and lots of near-nudity

in the French Quarter — ends 12
days of parades and parties.
Temperatures were expected
to rise to about the record of 81
degrees in New Orleans, an indicator that flesh-flashing in the
bawdy French Quarter was likely
to be greater than usual. Crowds
that had begun staking out spots
on the parade routes as early as
Friday night spent the day collecting beads and other trinkets
thrown from floats.
The celebration appears to
have bounced back strongly since
Katrina flooded more than 80 percent of the city. Mardi Gras crowd
estimates hovered around 1 million in the years before Katrina,
and the crowd reached about
8OO.000 last year. This year, however, some worried turnout would
be lighter because the celebration
fell so early.
Kevin Kelly, who lives on the
parade route, said the crowds
did seem quieter. It was too early
for college students on spring
break to join the party, Kelly
pointed out.
"And frankly, it's a good thing."
See TUESDAY I Page 9

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm St. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths S740.00 per month plus
utilities Deposit$74000 Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

424 Clouqh - Three bedrooms
S705.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit 5705.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/17/08-5/9/09

NEED MORE REASONS TO CHOOSE?

'm

AND VIDEO MESSAGING TO ANYONE
ON ANY NETWORK.
> Just S20 mofe a monffi
\ ADD A LINE WITH FAMILYTA1.K

Just $Q99-r»'™
UNUSED ANYTIME MINUTES WITH
ROLLOVER

Available August 21, 2008
432 S. College »A- Three
bedrooms. $660.00 pet month plus
utilities.
Deposit $660.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Has a washer and
dryer. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
432 S. College *B- One bedroom
$440.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $440.00. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. Lease 8/21/08
- 8/8/09.

722 Elm Street- Three bedrooms
$690.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $690.00 Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
831 Scon Hamilton Unit f?A- Two
bedrooms $800.00 per month
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer Limit 4 people
Limit 4 cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

710 Elm Street - Three bedrooms
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars

FamiH*. with children
wtlcom* to apply tor any
rental unit.

Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. lactosslrom TacoBe-i

Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to 5:30. Saturday 8 30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

debt card
messaging feature
purchase and 2
■rvtce aqreefiMTl

after $10

MOTORAZR3G
3G broadband speed

BLACKJACK ' II
Windows Mobile" 6.0

messaging plan and 2-ywr
wireless ser nt* ac/eeroent.

-thin video and
phone

Integrated GPS

after SlOGmaii-m rebate
.;m*ted
Blackberry pi?i purchase,
minimum S 39.99 voice plan
.11X1 2-y. |
BLACKBERRY*
Curve'" 8310
Integrated GPS
Full qwerty keyboard
email. Internet.
and organizer

OTOHOLA

at&t
Your world [)•

FREE SHIPPING

1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE

*Bo»ling Green 1027 N. Mam St.. (4191 J52-6270
»*Mumee I (92 Conant Si. (Across from Meijen
(419)893-3505

♦•Toledo 4906 Monroe St.. (Near franklin Park Malli
(4191 473-9756

♦Open Sunday
♦ DSL Sold Here

'AT&T also imposes monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to S1.2S to help defray costs Incurred In complying with State and Federal telecom
regulation; State and Federal Universal Service charges; and surcharges for customer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on AT&T. These
are not taxes or government-required charges.
Offer available on select phones. Limited-time offer. Olher conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure lor details Subscriber must live and have a
mailing address within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage atea Up lo $36 activation lee applies Equipment price and availability may vary by market and may not be
available Irom independent retailers Early Termination Fee; None rl cancelled in the first 30 days, thereafter $175 Some agents impose additional lees. Unlimited voke
services: Unlimited voice services are provided solely for live dialog between two individuals Offnet Usage: If your minutes of use (Including unlimited services) on other earners'
networks lotfnet usage) during any two consecutive months exceed your offnet usage allowance. AT&T may at its option terminate your service, deny your continued use of other
carriers' coverage, oi change your plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of ISO minutes or 40% of Ihe Anytime
minutes included with your plan (data offnet usage allowance is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 20% of the kilobytes included with your plan) Rebate Debit Cards: M0T0RA2R 3G price
before mail-in rebate debit card. M£dia~/messaging feature purchase, and with 2-year wireless sendee agreement Is $89.99 Minimum S10JW Mfdia"7messaging feature purchase
required. Blackjack" II price before mail-in rebate debit card, unlimited messaging plan and with 2-year wireless service agreement is S21999 Minimum $2000 unlimited messaging
plan required Blackberry" CURVE" 8310 price before unlimited Blackberry plan purchase, mail-in rebate debit card, and with 2-year wireless service agreement is $21999. Minimum
$3000 unlimited BlackBerry package purchase required. Allow 10-12 weeks (or fulfillment. Card may be used only in the U.S and Is valid for 120 days after issuance date but Is not
redeemable lor cash and cannol be used for cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps Card request must be postmarked by 03/25/2008; you must be a customer for 30
consecutive days to receive card. Sales tax calculated based on price of activated equipment familylalk is a registered service mark of Delaware Valley Cellular Corp, an AT&T
company. 2-year wireless service agreement required Unlimited Mobile lo Mobile Messaging: Includes unlimited text picture and video messages between AT&T customers sent
or received while on AT&Ts owned wireless network instant messages and any other usage not expressly included herein will be debited from your package's messaging allowance.
A subscription (o one of the current messaqng packages or MEdia bundles is required Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime mms expire after the 12th billing period Night & Weekend
& Mobile (o Mobile mins do not roll over Service provided by AI&I Mobility, c 2008 AT&T Intellectual Property All rights reserved AT&T, AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein
are trademarks ol AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies
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Our heated deck Is available for party brokings

419-354-4880
www. my space, com/ ziggy zoombas
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SIDELINES

Former Razorback having success at BG
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

"[In High School] She was very strong on

Breanne

Guy

BASKETBALL
Falcons to play
at Detroit for
BracketBusters
The team will travel up 1-75
to Detroit to take on Horizon
League foe Detroit-Mercy on
Feb. 25. Falcon players Otis
Polk. Darryl Clements and
assistant coach LaMonta
Stone hail from Detroit

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

A year ago Breanne Guy was a
Transfered into
struggling through an injury at
BG this season
the University of Arkansas.
after a rough year
One year later Guy is now a leadwith Arkansas ,
ing athlete on a Falcon squad that
currently stands at 2-2 overall.
"That's when I decided this
Competing in the all-around
competition Guy is one of the wasn't the place for me and
I wasn't happy, so I decided to
MAC's top gymnasts this season.
The Falcons may not have been transfer. 1 knew I was a better
with one of their top gymnasts gymnast than they were giving
this year had it not been Guy's me," she said.
experience at Arkansas.
Following her debacle at
At Arkansas, Guy never saw Arkansas, Guy called BG coach
eye to eye with the coaching staff Kerri Beach about joining
especially when it came to two of the Falcons.
Beach had initially recruited
her injuries.
"I was injured twice; my Guy heavily in high school.
freshman year and my sopho"(In High Schooll She was very
more year," Guy said. "I was st rang on every event, and it's rare
diagnosed with a stress frac- that gymnasts have all four events
ture right before Thanksgiving ready to go for collegiate gymnas... It was supposed to be 12 to l(i tics," Beach said.
"She's a very powerful athlete,
weeks before healing."
Guy recieved another x-ray a very aggressive in the way she
week Wore the meet and ended performs, and she really loves the
up pushing her back. Due to the sport."
Beach's prior efforts paid off, as
fact her leg was still hurting, her
(iuy made the transfer to Bowling
performance was not up to par.

every event, and its rare that gymnasts
have all four events ready to go
for collegiate gymnastics."
Kern Beach | BG Gymnastics Coach

Then two weekends ago in the
Green in a need for change
after an injury plagued stint in five-team meet hosted by MIT
Arkansas and the allure of a coach- where she scored 38.475.
"She has been a real go-to person
ing staff that she was alreadyin the meets, we talk about team a
comfortable with.
Coming from the top gymnas- lot," Beach said. "She's someone
tics conference in the country, the team can count on to get out
the SEC, Guy has brought valu- there on every event and go for it."
Beach explained that it was a
able experience to the Falcons
who are very young team with great help to the team to have Guy
and Morgan Balzer both there to
only four seniors.
After only competing in vault for help out.
"There's not that many allthe Razorbacks, Guy has adapted
to doing the all-around competi- around gymnasts, so to have
tion for the first time since high two right here is so special,"
school and has excelled. In both of Beach said.
This season, Guy has performed
the Falcons' wins this season, Guy
has won the all-around competi- well in all gym events recording
tion. First, in the Falcons' upset
victory over pre-season favorite
SeeGUY|Page8
Eastern Michigan.

Be sure to check out The
BG News Sports Blog for all
the latest updates on all of
your favorite Falcon sports.
The blog is also good for live
updates of hockey as well as
men's and women's basketball
http://www.bg newssports.

Plenty in reserve

bloasDot.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Men's basketball:
vs. Central Michigan; 7 p.m.

Junior guard is excelling in his role
this season for the Falcons
By Bill Bord.wkk
Assistant Sports Editor

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1995—Darryl Strawberry
suspended from baseball for
60 days
1967-MuhammadAli
TKOs Ernie Terrell in 15 for
heavyweight boxing title
1958—Ted Williams signs
with Red Sox for $135,000.
making him highest paid
player
1958—Eight members on
Manchester United football
team die in plane crash

The List
In honor of Falcons' sixth man
Brian Moten. we give you the
top five sixth men in the NBA:

1. Manu Ginobili:
When you have the ability to
start Tim Duncan and Tony
Parker, why not bring Ginobili
off the bench to reek havoc

Brian Moten is definitely the exceptiontotherule.
While not a stone cold lock, the
general rule of thumb in basketball
is the cream rises to the top.
The cream in this case means
that the best players will start and
the less-talented, less-experienced
players will come off the bench.
This is not the case with Moten.
TheSaginaw, Mich., native Is expe
riencing his best season as a Falcon
in his third year with the program.
"I'm playing with a lot more confidenee," Moten said. "That conies
from my teammates and the
coaches expecting that out of me."
Moten's role on the team is to
come in and bring energy otf the
bench while thestartersaregetting
a breather.
He has taken his role and ran
with it since the start of the new
year. When the calendar turned
from 2007 to 2008. Moten just
took off.
The junior is averaging 1L4
points per game in the nine games
played since the start of the new
year. He had previously been averaging 3.5 points per game in the 11
games prior.
Moten's play over the last month
has re-wrote the records books per
say. He has now recorded personal
career-highs in points, rebounds.

MEN'S BASKEBALL HOME
VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN
TONIGHT AT 7
RECORDS: BG - 10-10 (5-5 in
MAC). CMU - 9-11 (4-4 in MAC).
SERIES: BG leads 55-28
LAST MEETING: CMU 71 BG 68
(January 27.2007 «> CMU)
CHIPPS INCONSISTENT: CMU
4-0 at home. 0-4 on the road
LOOKING UP: The Falcons are
currently fifth in the MAC a game
behind Kent State. Western Michigan.
Akron and Ohio, who all have identical
6-2 records
LEADING THE FLOCK: Nate
Miller with 12.9 points and Chris
Knight with 11.5 points guide the
Falcons
CHIPPING AWAY: Giordan
Watson with 17 points and Nate
Minnoy with 10 points lead the way
for CMU.

field goals made, field goals
attempted, free throws made, and
blocks in his last nine games alone.
Moten attributes this success to
the greater playing time that he
*NDYSH*fER I THE BG NEWS

See MOTEN | Page 7

OFF THE BENCH: BG's Brian Moten is having his best season yet due to more
freedom in the offense given by coach Orr as well as accepting his role as the sixth man

on teams' second string

2. Leandro Barbosa:
The Brazilian Blur as he is
known. Barbosa is immediate
offense in the Sun's up-and-

Roger Clemens gives his deposition to Congress

down style

3. Ben Gordon: Things

By Howard F.ndrlch
The Associated Press

have not gone as planned
for the Bulls this season, but
Gordon has not been the
reason why. The fourth-year
guard out of UCONN just
recently started coming off
the bench for the Bulls

4. Jason Terry: The Jet
is new to the sixth man role
this season but that has not
stopped him from averaging
15 points per game

5. Travis Outlaw:
Outlaw may come off the
bench for the Blazers, but
does not stay there long. The
forward is averaging 13 points
per game this season. Outlaw
has been to go-to-go late in
games for the Blazers

WASHINGTON—RogerClemens
spoke under oath for about five
hours to congressional lawyers
yesterday, then said he told them
he did not use performanceenhancing drugs.
"I just want to thank the committee, the staff that I just met
with. They were very courteous,"
Clemens said after emerging
from the offices of the House
Oversight and Government
Reform Committee.
"It was great to be able to tell
them what I've been saying all
along — that I've never used steroids or growth hormone," the
seven-time Cy Young Award
winner said.
Clemens, wearing a pinstriped
gray suit instead of a pinstriped
New York Yankees uniform, did
not take questions from reporters. Carrying a black briefcase
and accompanied by two attorneys, Clemens headed to an elevator to exit the Rayburn House

J SCOTT APWWHITE AP PHOTO
TESTIFY: Roger Clemens was under oath yesterday for five hours after giving his deposition
to the House Oversight and Government Reform Commute that he did not take steriods

Office Building.
Someone down the marble
hallway yelled out the pitcher's
nickname, "Rocket!"
That drew a quick wave of a

hand from Clemens as he stepped
into the wood-paneled elevator.
The 45-year-old pitcher ranks
eighth in major league history
with 354 career wins. He put

>.
V

Time to sign
on the
dotted

off retirement yet again in 2007,
returning to the Yankees in June
and going 6-6 with a 4.18 ERA.
Clemens' closed-door, sworn
testimony on Capitol Hill came
one day after his Yankees teammate and workout partner, Andy
Pettitte, gave a deposition to
com m it tee staff for two hours.
Both players' interviews are
part of preparation for a Feb. 13
hearing, a public session expected to focus on allegations made
in the Mitchell Report by trainer
Brian McNamee that he injected Clemens more than a dozen
times with human growth hormone and steroids in 1998, 2000
and 2001.
"I look forward to being here, I
guess in this room, next week,"
Clemens said in his 25-second
statement after the deposition.
He has chosen various ways to
strongly deny what McNamee
said, including a taped TV interview, a live news conference
See CLEMENS | Page;

It is that time of year again!
Now I know what you are
thinking — what possibly
could be special about cold,
dreary, boring February?
Thanksgiving, Christmas
and, hell, even the NFL are
long gone and there are no
major holidays to speak of.
And no, I do not care about
Valentine's Day. That stupid
"holiday" is not even worth the
paper that this is printed on.
Nope, none of those events
have quite the effect that
today has (at least for the time
being that is).
What is today you ask?

It is National Signing Day.
of course — it is the college
football nerd's biggest day of
the off-season.
Today is the day where
your favorite college team
can dramatically improve its
chances at the BCS National
Championship by securing a
good crop of 18 and 19-yearolds for the next season.
Think a player like Noel
Devine would help out the ol'
squad? Well the West Virginia
running back was one of
those lucky few signing their
letters of intent on this day
last season.
Florida quarterback Tim
Tebow put his name on a
Florida scholarship the year
earlier — and I think every
Buckeye fan remembers
what effect he had on the
Gators run to the championship in 2007.
Even locally here at BG,
players can have an immediate impact on the team even
as true freshmen.
An example of this would
be running back Willie Geter.
The Miami, Fla., product may
have rescued the Falcons' season when he ran all over the
Kent State Golden Flashes for
254 all-purpose yards in a 3120 Falcons victory.
BG had just gotten blown
away at Boston College and
followed that up by getting
blown out by Miami a week
later. The Falcons needed a
jolt and true freshmen Geter
provided that.
That is why this day is
important. A team is laying
the foundation for what it
hopesaremultipleconference
championships and maybe
even a national championship or two.
If you are still sitting there
and don't think this day is
important, than how many in
this area know the name of
Terrelle Pryor?
Pryor, a high school senior
from leannette, PA and top
recruit, has caused a stir
amongBuckeyeandWolverine
fans alike as both teams think
they have the advantage in
landing the next Vince Young.
Pryor may announce his
decision today at noon (but
who knows, he does seem to
love the spotlight that he has
been given) on whether he
will join Tress and the Bucks
in Columbus or follow Rich
Rod up to the A-squared (Ann
Arbor) — he might even throw
a wrench into the equation
and decide the Oregon Ducks
are the place for him.
Think Michigan fans are
not on the edge of their seats
right now?
If they do not land Pryor, the
quarterbackpositionbecomes
very cloudy with 2007 thirdstringer David Cone (no not
the baseball player) assuming
the reigns.
I know some of you may
think this is stupid and we
college football nerds need to
find something better to do,
but this is all we got.
Pro football is done (unless
you actually care about players going half-speed at an
All-Star game that does
not mean anything), NBA
See SIGNING I Page 8
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"He's a really

MOTEN

talented scorer.

From Page 7
has received over the lasi nine
games.
"Like 1 said earlier, it's all about
what they are expecting out me,"
Moten reiterated. "It's not like
the guys I'm playing with don't
expect me to score points."
"They know I came from a
high school program and a prep
school program — and I scored
a lot of points," he said. "I'm just
trying to prove I can do it on the
college level."
He has certainly proven that
he can do that with his play of
late. I le is shooting at a 50 percent clip this season, including
42 percent from three.
His three point threat has
made it easier on players like
Nate Miller and Darryl Clements
because they now have wider
driving lanes because the opposition knows they can not leave
Moten alone.
"I told him as soon as he starts
scoring, we're going to start
playing better," Clements said.
"You always know that when
you drive, that Brian is going
to lx? somewhere spotting up
— and its good to know that he
is going to be able to knock that
shot down."
Moten's improved play may
have come from the coaching
change from coach Dan Dakich
to IxniisOrr. Orrgives Moten the
freedom to be himself and that
freedom has paid off.
Moten has used that freedom and it has translated on
the court. His numbers are up
across the board this season
— whether it is the new coaching change or his acceptance to
his reserve role, Moten is clearly
having success.
"I've accepted the sixth man
role — it's a role that I've actually

GUY
From Page 7
high scores of 9.825 in the vault
and the floor exercise, 9.7 on the
uneven bars and 9.725 on the
balance beam.
Her all-around average of
38.412 is the fifth best average in
the MAC.
"I want to be able to be that
person to help the team get to
regionals, NCAA regionals," Guy
said. "My personal goal is to finish in the top three in the MAC,
hopefully being first and just
being successful."
Next weekend Guy and the
Falcons head to Ball State
for their third MAC; meet of
the season.
Currently the Falcons are 1-1 in
the MAC with the one loss coming last week against Kent State.

I'm happy for his
success - he's really
given us a boost
off the bench. Just
coming off the
bench, he gives us a
big spark."
Louis Otr | BG coach
come to like," Moten said. "I get
to come in and t ry to change the
pace of the game especially if
things are going slow offensively
and defensively."
"It's definitely been a learning experience," Moten said of
coming off the bench. "At first, I
really struggled coming off the
bench. I've adjusted to it — I've
accepted it."
Moten's role acceptance has
led the Falcons to a 5-3 conference record this season — especially considering the team won
just three conference games all
last season.
According to Orr, Moten's
improvement came over
the summer and the team
is seeing the results now in
conference play.
"He's really a talented scorer."
Orr said. "I'm happy for his success — he's really given us a
boost in the MAC season. lust
coming off the liench, he gives
us a big spark."
Moten thrives off being that
spark and the team is thriving off of his energy when he
comes in — just like any successful sixth man should do for
his team.

Both sides have benefited
from Guy's presence on the
team. Guy struggled through
last season at Arkansas
and BG struggled to a seventh place finish at the
conference meet.

BREANNE GUY'S
HIGH SCORES IN
FIVE EVENTS THIS
SEASON
VAULT: 9.825
FLOOR EXERCISE: 9825
UNEVEN BARS:
BALANCE BEAM: 9725
ALL-AROUND: 38 475

3 to 4 Bedroom Houses
&
Pets Allowed

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

50th anniversary of Manchester United
plane crash that killed 23 people
By Rob Harris
The Associated Press
MANCHESTER,
England
— Fifty years ago, a stunned
city rallied around Manchester
United after a crash in a snowy
Munich airfield.
Eight players and 15 others
died, and a renewed outpouring of emotion will mark today's
anniversary as United players
honor the lost "Busby Babes."
"It was such a monumental
event and it's mentioned almost
every day," said Bobby Chartton. a
fledgling forward in Matt Busby's
team. The 50th anniversary is
such an important occasion to
mark to get the opportunity to
let people know how good that
team was."
At 3:04 p.m. — the time of the
crash on Feb. 6,1958 — survivors
and supporters will join manager
Alex Ferguson and his current
players for a memorial service at
Old Trafford. A free, permanent
exhibition dedicated to the Busby
Babes will be unveiled.
Yesterday, fans left flowers,
United shirts, scarves and Tshirts with pictures of the Busby
Babes outside the stadium, where
the clock is permanently set at
3:04 p.m.
Busby's team, which had
won two English league titles,
seemed destined for European
Cup glory. It had just qualified
for the semifinals by advancing
past Red Star Belgrade.
But after leaving Yugoslavia
and stopping to refuel in Munich,
the Elizabethan charter plane

CLEMENS

when we make decisions," Man
U chief executive David Gill said.
"Without doubt everyone who follows Manchester United is aware
of it and it reflects our philosophies and how wt make decisions today."
The commemorations will
extend into the weekend when
United, wearing a I950s-style
uniform devoid of sponsorship, hosts cross-town rival
Manchester City. Fears are rife,
though, that City fans will disrupt the minute's silence.
"There is always trepidation
and it's a very tribal game," Gill
— s^ ^—
a said. "It's a true tragedy for football so if you're a football fan, as
the fans coming through the gate
• ^4 r ■
will be, you should reflect on that
and make sure that you behave
appropriately."
Captain Gary Neville hopes his
JONSUWR AP PHOTO
teammates can suitably honor
FOREVER REMEMBERED: Members of the 1958 Manchester United Soccer team are
the victims with strong play on
remembered outside Old Strafford Stadium in England. The team is known as "Busby Babes"
the field. United is in second place
in the Premier League, two points
hurtled through the perimeter just 23 appearances before his behind Arsenal.
"It's a tragedy that they were
fence on its third attempt to take career faded in his native Wales.
"I was never the same player never able to fulfill their potenoff in a snowstorm.
Seven players — Roger Byrne, again. I went back to Swansea tial and go on to achieve what
Geoff Bent, Eddie Colman, David and played for them," he said. they would have achieved,"
Pegg, Mark Jones, Liam "Billy" "I've got the last lineup of the team Neville said. "We're obviously
Whelan, Tommy Taylor—died in in my lounge. I see them every grateful for the successes we've
had and it's about carrying the
the wreckage. Duncan Edwards, time I go downstairs."
Through the tragedy, the club traditions forward."
considered the best player of all,
Malcolm Glazer, the American
died in a hospital 15 days later. club was redefined and seared
Fifteen other officials, supporters deeply into t he psyche of soccer owner of Manchester United, will
fans worldwide.
be represented at today's service
and journalists also perished.
"We got our name through the by sons loel, Avram and Bryan.
Kenny Morgans, who had just
"They understand the history
played his way onto the first team, crash. It was very much in the
public eye and what we've done of the club," Gill said. "What it
was the youngest survivor and
last to be recovered from the since then is make sure that we means and what events like this
smoldering wreckage. He made understand all of those elements mean to the club."

j4r\-
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"It was great

From Page 7
and, repeatedly, through his
lawyers.
Yesterday's
deposition
was the first time Clemens
addressed the allegations
under oath — meaning it also
was the first time he faced
legal risk if he were to make
false statements.
This is the same House
panel that asked the Justice
Department last month to
look into whether 2002 Al.
MVP Miguel Tejada lied when
he told committee investigators in 2005 that he never
took performance-enhancing
drugs and had no knowledge
of other players using or talking about steroids.
The FBI's field office in

Knoblauch, spoke to committee staff Friday.
The day before, an employee
to be able to tell
of the sports agency that repwhat I've been saying resents Clemens and Pettitte
was interviewed. Another witall along - that I've ness, former New York Mets
clubhouse employee Kirk
never used steroids Radomski, is to speak to committee lawyers Feb. 12.
or growth hormone." Radomski pleaded guilty in
April to federal felony chargRoger Clemens | Pitcher
es of distributing steroids
and laundering money, and
is scheduled to be sentenced
Washington is handling that
Friday.
inquiry.
Former Senate Majority
One of Clemens' lawyers,
Rusty I lardin, had said Monday Leader George Mitchell's
that the player was "not going report on drugs in baseball,
released in December, conto take the Fifth Amendment."
McNamee is to be inter- tains McNamee's accusations
viewed by committee law- — first told to federal prosecutors, then repeated to Mitchell
yers tomorrow.
A former Yankees teammate —- that he injected Clemens
of Pettitte and Clemens, Chuck with HGII and steroids.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

SIGNING
From Page 7
playoffsarealongwayoffandthe
NCAA tournament is still not for
another month.
That is what makes signing
day special.
It's kind of like the college version of the NFL Draft. Prized
recruits build anticipation for
the season and that anticipation just builds and builds right
through spring practice all the
way until the season starts Labor
Day weekend.
It may not equate to the
magnitude
that
follows
Thanksgiving or Christmas —
but, hey, at least it is a lot better
than Valentine's Day.
And that's all we ask for
when searching for some early,
February entertainment.

-• 734 Elm St. - $785

J$S

• 210 Liberty -$775

www.newloverentals.com
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A 2008 V-Day Campaign Event to Stop
Violence Against Women and Girts
ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES (OWI)
IS PROUD TO PRESENT

V-DAY BGSU 2008

iff

Consider a
service trip!

All BGSU students are invited
to join us for a Gulf Coast Relief
Trip to Ocean Springs, Mississippi.

1(0)

VDAY

A production of Eve Ensler's
TheVaglna Monologues
February V - 9»\2008
8pm (doors at 7:30)
Venue: Olscamp Room 101, BGSU
Tickets: Available at the Student Union
Remaining rickets will be sold at the door.
Proceeds benefit The Cocoon Shelter. BG

March 2-8
Cost: $50
To reserve your spot please e-mail
David Nelson at bgchaplain@gmail.com
or call him at 281 -627-8810. Registration
deadline is February 10. Space is limited.
Informational meeting:
February 10 at 9PM
St John's Episcopal Church
1505 EastWoosterSt.
Bowling Green

FALCOMS vs. G. MICHI6AH

TONIGHT

7pm

ANDERSON ARENA

BGSU continues MAC cross-divisional play by hosting
the Chippewas in a midweek showdown be there!

—Preferred
Properties Co.

Find A Place To Call Home

wwwprelerredproperliesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Piedmont Apts. "Newly Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & E'"

Houses

i

rmumuumi
HOUSES

177-WITICIET | MSUFALCDMS.COM
APARTMENTS
STORAGE

\
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Dow Jones
fall implies.
recession to
investors

TUESDAY

SUPER TUESDAY FOR SUPER SENIORS

From Page 6

Kelly said. "The city smells better
without a bunch of drunken kids
using every doorway as a toilet."
Clarinetist Pete Fountain,
dressed in a tunic as one of King
Arthur's knights, looked frail but
happy yesterday morning as he
led 100 members of his HalfFast Walking Club onto Uptown
streets in what has become
the city's unofficial opening of
Mardi Gras.
"Oh, I'm feeling fine. You
always feel fine on Mardi Gras,"
said Fountain, 77. He's had
health problems si nee I lu rrica ne
Katrina, but still plays two days a
week at a Gulf Coast casino.
While the walking club was on
its way, floats of the Zulu parade
headed for their starting point.
Zulu, the black community's
oldest parade, was followed by
the Hex parade, with businessman John F. Koerner III reigning as Rex, King of Carnival and
Monarch of Merriment.
In ( .iiuii country, costumed
riders on horseback set out on
their annual Courir du Mardi
Gras. a town-to-town celebration. Hundreds of people reg-

By M.dl.n R.ad
The Associated Press

NEWYORK-Wall Street plunged
yesterday, driving the Dow Jones
industrials down 370 points after
investors saw an unexpected
contraction in the service sector as evidence the economy is
sinking into recession. It was the
Dow's biggest percentage drop in
almost a year.
The volatility that pummeled
stocks in January returned with
the news that the service sector
shrank last month for the first
time since March 2003. The
report from the Institute for
Supply Management wiped out
the nascent optimism about the
economy that had sent stocks
surging higher last week.
"The report drives a nail into
the coffin from investors' minds
that we're in a recession," said
Todd Salamone, director of trading at Schaeffer's Investment
Research. "That doesn't mean
stock prices in the months ahead
will be lower. But when you see
headline numbers like this, there
tends to be a reactionary sell."
The ISM said its index of service
sector activity, which accounts for
about two-thirds of the economy,
dropped below 50, a level that
indicates contraction. The market had expected another month
of growth, and the disappointment contributed to yesterday's
S500 billion loss in the Dow Jones
Wilshire 5000 Composite Index,
an index that measures the movement in 5,000 U.S. stocks.
Alongside
the
Labor
Department's report last week
showing the first monthly U.S.
jobs decline in more than four
years, the data on the service sector — which includes businesses
ranging from restaurants to retailers to banks — was particularly
worrisome to investors.
Though Wall Street hopes the
Federal Reserve will keep slashing
interest rates to stoke the economy, some believe the central
bank, which lowered rates 1.25
percent in just over a week last
month, acted too late.

VOTING MANIA: Patricia Kesscn and husband Willard wear their vote stickers after casting their presidential piimary vote at a Goodwill
store in the Reseda section of Los Angeles yesterday. The polls have opened across California for 13 hours of primary election voting.

Al-Qaida moves to train
The terrorist group is establishing cells in parts of Pakistan
By Pamela H«ss
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Al-Qaida,
increasingly tamped down
in Iraq, is establishing cells
in other countries as Osama
bin I.aden's organization uses
Pakistan's tribal region to train
for attacks in Afghanistan, the
Middle East, Africa and the
United States, the U.S. intelligence chief said yesterday.
"Al-Qaida remains the pre-eminent threat against the United
States," Mike McConnell told a
Senate hearing more than six
years after the Sept. 11 attacks.
McConnell said that fewer
than 100 al-Qaida terrorists have
moved from Iraq to establish
cells in other countries as the U.S.
military clamps down on their
activities, and the organization
"may deploy resources to mount
attacks outside the country."
McConnell said while the level
of violence in Iraq has dropped

"Al-Qaida remains
the preeminent
threat against the
United States."
Mike McConnell
Intelligence Chief
sharply since last year, it is going
to be years before Iraq is stable.
"It is not going to be over in a
year. It's going to be a long time to
bring it to closure," he said.
The al-Qaida network in Iraq,
Pakistan and Afghanistan has
suffered setbacks, but he said
the group poses a persistent and
growing danger.
The Pakistani tribal areas provide al-Qaida a safe haven similar
to what it enjoyed in Afghanistan
before the war but on a smaller
and less secure scale, McConnell
told the Senate Intelligence
Committee. It uses the area to

"maintain a cadre of skilled lieutenants capable of directing the
organization's operations around
the world," he said.
The next attack on the
United States will most likely
be launched by al-Qaida operating in those "under-governed
regions" of Pakistan. Adm.
Michael Mullen, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, planned
to tell Congress today.
"Continued congressional support for the legitimate government of Pakistan braces this bulwark in the long war against violent extremism," Mullen stated in
remarks prepared for a separate
budget hearing and obtained by
The Associated Press.
U.S. intelligence agencies
believe al-Qaida figures who fled
Afghanistan after the ouster of
the Taliban regime in 2001 have
regrouped inside Pakistan's tribal
region, posing a threat to U.S.
forces across the border and
offering a potential base for glob-

istered for the Courir de Mardi
Gras in Funice, a bayou community 150 miles west of New
Orleans. Hundreds were on
horseback and scores of others
rode along i n pickup trucks or on
flatbed trailers.
" It's just heritage. It's Lou isiana.
We're crazy," said Courir participant Cody Granger, 24, wearing
what looked like surgical scrubs
decorated with the New Orleans
Saints' logo.
Sporadic violence has marred
the celebration. At least nine
people had been wounded
by gunshots, six of them on
Saturday. Police said 1,100 officers, state troopers and National
Guardsmen have been positioned along parade routes since
the season began.
Still, most partygoers were
undeterred. The smell of charcoal and sizzling meat accompanied the sounds of people
urging float riders to "throw me
something." and band music
played as cooks prepared everything from burgers to crawfish
along the parade route.
"We had beer for breakfast,
but we're making it a side dish
now." David lames said. "You
have to pace yourself when you
get here at dawn."

Writers may "strike" a deal with
execs, in time for the Oscars
By Lynn Elbor
The Associated Press

end of this week.

LOS ANGELES — An agreement
to end the three-month-old
Hollywood writers strike could
be ready in time to avoid disrupting the Oscars but studios and
the union are still haggling over
the precise language, two people
familiar with the talks said.
The Writers Guild of America
bargainingcommittee and board
of directors received updates on
the status of informal talks with
studio executives, the pair said
Monday. They were not authorized to comment publicly and
requested anonymity.
One of the people has said a
formal deal is possible by the

There was significant progress toward a proposed agreement last week on the toughest
issues concerning compensation for projects distributed via
the Internet.
While specifics of the negotiations were not disclosed.
the proposal agreement is
believed to include significant
increases in the residuals that
writers get for online use of
movies and TV shows.
Last month, studios reached
a tentative deal with the
Directors Guild oi America that
included increased residuals
for some paid Internet downloads and for ad-supported
streaming of programs.

quote of the day...
" / don than a lot experience with vampires, but I have hunted
warewolves. I shot one once. But by the time I got to it, it had
turned back into my neighbor's dog." - Dwlght Shrute

117 Lehman: $405 plus utilities
109 N. Main: $360 plus utilities
117 N. Main St: $370 plus utilities

<3S

125 </2 N. Main St: $485
114 S. Main St: $340 - $360 plus electric

Stop by our only office or call us at (119) 352-5620

NEW19VE

332 S. Main
Bowling Green
www.newloverentals.com

Hours:

Now Leasing
for 2008-2009 School Year!!
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COUITS
Mercer at Clough
"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner caole service included
in rentals
Central air & Gas heat

• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.
• 77 Channel Cable TV

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Heinz
Apartments
Available for Fall 2008
451 & 424 Frazee Ave.
808 & 818 N. Enterprise
3 bedroom, 2 bath w/ fireplace
furnished, microwaves, A/C
garbage disposal, dishwasher
FREE wireless internet

UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.(Tenam pays electric)
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.lTeaant pays electric)

()M BLOCK SOI THOl VVOOSTLR
\\ W K <)\ 0\ I J\"'

(419)352-0164

www.univcisiiyaparlmcnts.us

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Sal 9am-1pm

i—

Starling at
$900/mo + utilities
(3 person me)

Enterprise Square
Apartments
506 & 514 N. Enterprise
3 bedroom, 2 bath w/ fireplace
furnished, microwaves, A/C
garbage disposal, dishwasher
FREE wireless internet
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Starting at
$925/mo + utilities
(3 person ratal
Deposit Special $0

SIGN UP TODAY!!
check out our website at

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Thousands flee Chad, fighting continues
ByTomMallti

"The Chadian army fought very vigorously
and continuously regained ground around
the presidential palace until yesterday
afternoon when the rebels announced they
were leaving the city."

The Associated Press

N'DJAMENA. Chad—Thousands
of people fled Chad's capital
Monday as government troops
and rebels battled for a third day.
Gunfire and explosions were
heard throughout the city, a U.N.
official said.
The U.N. Security Council
condemned the rebel offensive and authorized France and
other nations to send troops
to help defend President Idriss
Deby's government.
Casualties wen believed to lx'
high, and the violence threatened
peacekeeping and aid operations
intended to stabilize a wide swath
of Africa that borders the war-ravaged Darfur region of Sudan.
"F:ighting and shelling has
started again in N'Djamena," said
I lelene Caux. a spokeswoman for
the U.N. refugee agency. Speaking
from Geneva, she said U.N. staff in
Chad told her it was impossible to

Capl. Christophe Prazuck | French military spokesman

move around the city.
Earlier, officials said the rebels
had withdrawn from the capital of
the oil-rich country overnight after
fierce resistance from government
forces backed by helicopter gunships and tanks.
The rebels arrived on die city's
outskirts Friday after a three-day
push across the desert from Chad's
eastern border with Sudan.
Hiding on 250 pickup trucks
mounted with machine guns,
between 1.000 and 1,500 insurgents entered the city early
Saturday, quickly spreading

through the streets and reportedly trapping Deby in the
presidential palace.
But by Sunday, government
forces were strafing rebel positions with helicoptergunships and
bombarding them with tanks.
"The Chadian army fought
very vigorously and continuously regained ground around
the presidential palace until yesterday afternoon when the rebels
announced they were leaving the
city," a French military spokesman, Capt. Christophe Prazuck.
said eariier Monday.

"The fighting was heavy, the
weapons used were heavy," he
said. "Probably many people were
injured or killed."
Rebel spokesman Ahderaman
Koulamallah said the insurgents
had only pulled back "to give the
population a chance to get out,"
leaving open the possibility of a
renewed offensive.
Speaking by satellite telephone, he told The Associated
Press that the rebels controlled
the two strategic bridges straddling the Chari River on the eastem side of the city.
f
But the government said it had
control of the city.
"The whole of N'djamena is
under control and the savage
mercenaries are routed," Interior
Minister Ahmat Mahamat Bachir
told Radio France Internationale.
Government forces would
be ready if the rebels launched
another assault, he said. "They
will find us in their path, even if
there are 1,000 columns."

Six people killed on bus in Pakistan by suicide bomber
By Robert H. Reid
The Associated Ptess

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — A suicide bomber blasted a military
bus Monday in Rawalpindi, killing
six people, and a gunman fired on
a political gathering in the south.
stoking fears about security ahead
of this month's crucial parliamentary elections.
A military statement said 38
people were wounded in the blast
when a suicide bomber rammed
his motorbike into the bus carrying military personnel to work in
Rawalpindi, headquarters of die
Pakistani army.
The dead included a colonel
from the anny's medical corps,
according to a military official and

ANJUM NAVEED APtWOTO
BUS BOMB: Pakistani security officials examine a damaged minibus at the site of suicide
bombing in Rawalpindi. Pakistan on Monday At least six people were killed

a police officer, bodi of whom
spoke on condition of anonymity
because they were not authorized
to release the informarion.
A military statement said four

of die dead were members of die
security services but gave no further details.
No group claimed responsibility for the bombing, the latest in

a series of attacks in the city. On
Dec. 27, opposition leader Benazir
Bhutto and about 20 others died
in a gun and bomb attack in
Rawalpindi, located about seven
miles from the capital Islamabad.
The mounting violence has
fueled doubts about the ability
of the government of President
Pervez Musharraf to control
rising militancy before the
Feb. 18 elections, which were
postponed for six weeks after
Bhutto's assassination.
In Karachi, a gunman on a
motorcycle sprayed gunfire
Monday at a rally of about 100
supporters of Bhutto's Pakistan
Peoples Party, wounding one person, according to police officer
Mohammed Pervez.

NO GREEN STARS: Sadr City's council officials prepare to hoist the new Iraqi flag in
Baghdad. Iraq, yesterday Earlier. Iraq's parliament voted to remove Saddam-era emblems

New Iraqi flag without
evidence of Saddam
By Qauim Abdul-Zahra

The Associated Press
BAGHDAD — A new Iraqi flag

— stripped of the three green
stars of Saddam Hussein's toppled Baath party—was hoisted
over the Iraqi Cabinet building
yesterday in a symbolic break
with the past nearly five years
after the U.S.-led invasion.
It marked the latest of several tweaks and revisions
— and one failed Americansupervised redesign — of
Iraq's national symbol over
the decades from monarchy to
military rule to the rise and fall
of Saddam's regime. And more
fine-tuning could come after
the one-year lifespan for the
new flag.
Its main modification
removes the stars, which were
first added in the early 1960s in
homage to the pan-Arab bonds
promoted by Egypt's Carnal
Ahdel Nasser, later, the green
stars were associated with the
slogans of Saddam's party:
unity, freedom and socialism.
Thenewdesignalso officially
enshrines the new script for the
Arabic words "Allahu Akbar,"
or "God is Great" in green —

By K.rin Laub
The Associated Press
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Nassih Gahfour | Iraqi lawmaker

which were added as part of
Saddam's 1990-91 occupation
of Kuwait. The original calligraphy — believed inspired by
Saddam's handwriting — was
replaced with the sparse Kufic
script after his fall in 2003. But
many houses continued to fly
the old flag.
"It is a good step toward
the new Iraq," said Nassih
Gahfour, a lawmaker in northern Iraq's semiautonomous
Kurdish area, where officials
had demanded the changes
and threatened not to fly the
flag while hosting a meeting
of Arab parliament members
later this month.
Many Kurds identify the
Saddam-era flag with his
campaigns of persecution in
the 1980s that left more than
100,000 Kurds dead.
But some Sunnis — who
were favored under Saddam
— grimaced at the changes.

Hamas militants killed by Israeli
missiles after weeks of violence

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 08

FREE Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher, Build-in Microwave
FREE Internet/Cable, Private Shuttle Service
PRIVATE Bathroom in each Bedroom
PRIVATE Clubhouse w/Fitness Center & Game Room
HUGE bedrooms and Closet Space
HUGE Back Deck area perfect for Cook-Outs
LOW monthly Rates
FREE T-SHIRTS with Application!

"It is a good step
toward the
new Iraq."

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — Israel
killed eight Hamas militants
yesterday, firing missiles into
the sandy courtyard of a Hamas
police station as the Islamic
militant group claimed responsibility for a bold strike inside
Israel, the first suicide mission
in over a year.
The latest round of violence
followed two weeks of anarchy
on the Gaza-Egypt border that
has heightened Israeli concerns
that Islamic militants could use
the chaos to infiltrate into Israel
to carry out attacks.
The last three weeks have
seen a succession of violent
events — starting with a Hamas
rocket barrage on Israel, then
a tightened Israeli economic
blockade of the territory, and
finally a Hamas-engineered
border breach with Egypt on
Jan. 23 that enabled hundreds
of thousands of Gazans to
break out.
Israeli security chiefs had
warned that Palestinian militants used the breach to slip
out of Gaza and sought to make
their way from Egypt through
the porous 150-mile stretch of
mostly unsecured Sinai desert
that borders Israel.
Monday's suicide bombing

in the Israeli town of Dimona.
some 35 miles from the border,
set off speculation the assailants used just that method to
slip into Israel. The attack in a
Dimona shopping center killed
a 73-year-old Israeli woman and
wounded 11 people.
Shortly after the bombing,
two Gaza militant groups said
they sent the attackers from
Gaza, via Egypt. The Al Aqsa
Martyrs' Brigades, an offshoot of
moderate Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas' Fatah group,
and a small PLO faction released
the alleged bombers' farewell
videos, and their two families
set up mourning houses.
However, yesterday Hamas
claimed responsibility and said
the attackers came from the
West Bank, not from Gaza, an
assertion backed by Israeli security officials, though Israel made
no official announcement.
Israeli Housing Minister Zeev
Boim said he was nearly certain the bombers had set out
from the West Bank, not Gaza,
and Israeli troops arrested male
relatives of the two men named
by llamas as the bombers.
The conflicting claims heightened Israeli concerns that multiple teams of attackers are^on
the loose, and Israeli security
forces remained on high alert
throughout the country.

We invite you to prepare for the season of

Lent by celebrating Ash Wednesday!

VOUR
CATHOLIC
UNIVERSITY
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ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE TIMES:
WITH DISTRIBUTION OF ASHES

P"

4 bdrm entry level

D

4 bdrm upper level

I

I

4 bdrm lower level

2057 NAPOLEON RD. BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 ■ PHONE: 419-353-3300
E-MAIL: bowlinggreen@cbeech.com
WWW.COPPERBEECHTOWNHOMES.COM

7:30am Mass (30 min)
at the parish

5:15pm Service (30 min)
in the Union Ballroom

11:30pm Service (30 min) 9:00pm Mass
in the Union Ballroom
at the parish followed
by Night of Worship

425 Thurstin Ave.

419-352-7555
WWW.SttOllr
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PROUD PEACOCK: The Carolina rierteia Fall 2008 collection is modeled during (ashion week in New York. Monday. Fealhets and bird-themed colois were a surprising trend

Bird influences strong
in next falls fashions
By Samantha Crltchill

MONIQUE LHUILLIER

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - If you want to
look fashionable next fall, follow
the flock.
Feathers were a surprising
trend yesterday at New York
Fashion Week, showing up
on coats, dresses and hats. In
tough economic times, perhaps
feathers seem a little less showy
than fur.
It's only the most literal bird
influence, though. Look for colors next fall called goldfinch,
cardinal and peacock, and some
ornithology-inspired prints from
Carolina Herrera.
Fashionably feathered models walked the runway yesterday at Badgley Mishka, Monique
l.huillier and I. Mendel, and
earlier in the week at Carolina
Herrera, Oscar de la Renta and
Proenza Schouler.
Mercedes-Benz
Fashion
Week runs through Feb. 8, with
shows still to come from some
of the standard-bearers of
American style, Ralph Lauren,
Donna Karan and Calvin Klein
among them.

BADGLEY MISCHKA
Badgley Mischka offered a
complete fall collection — from
furs to cashmere T-shirts. But
all eyes were on the gowns.
"There's no question that
Badgley Mischka customer
goes, for the gorgeous beaded
eveningwear," said Suze Yalof
Schwartz, Glamour magazine's fashion editor at large.
She wouldn't be surprised
to see her favorite look, an
amethyst-colored wrap gown
with hand-painted petals of
navy, dark purple and burgundy, on the Oscar red carpet later this month.
Another Oscar contender
was an off-the-shoulder fuchsia
organza gown with horizontal
tucks on the bodice and vertical ones on the bottom.
The design duo also brought
elements of their signature
eveningwear to their daytime
clothes, including using taffeta
and lurex fabrics. There was
also a hint of the 1970s in some
of the more casual styles, and a
peek at a not her emergi ng t rend
for next season: the over-theknee boot, especially in suede.

A flapper, one with a smoldering, smoky look, served as
the inspiration for Monique
Lhuillier's fall collection. The
clothes she wore this time
around weren't an exact copy of
the styles of the 1920s but they
had the right spirit: fun and sexy.
The daytime looks on the runway were also luxe, thanks to fur
trim and metallic fabrics.
Art Deco influences were
evident in mirrored beads, and
feathers had a strong presence
here, as did other fall trends:
ramped-up outerwear, the colors of mustard and teal, and oneshoulder and strapless dresses.
Stylist Mary Alice Stephenson
picked a black-and-gray ombre
strapless gown with an asymmetrical gathered skirt and
jeweled belt as her favorite look.
During the show, she leaned
toward her friend, the actress
Kim Raver, and said, "That would
look great on you."
Stephenson said after the
show that as Lhuillier continues
to develop, she has the potential
be the next generation's Oscarde
la Renta or (Carolina Herrera.
"For her to understand embellishment and glamour on the
red carpet is one thing — she
has that down. But now she's
incorporating it into daywear,"
Stephenson observed.
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept advertisements
that discriminate, or encourage discrimination against
any individual or group on the
basis of race, sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, status as
a veteran, or on the basis of any
other legally protected status.
The BG News reserves the
right to decline, discontinue or
revise any advertisement such
as those found to be defamatory, lacking in factual basis,
misleading or false in nature.
All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.

Travel
SPRING BREAK SOUTH PADRE
Beach Iront. Radisson Resort Condo
sleeps 6, Bandstand contests Also,
1 bedroom, owner direct discounts.
239-642-5483.

There was a military edge to
many of the outfits in f hakoon's
fall-collection fashion show.
The looks presented Monday
at a dim industrial space on
Manhattan's far west side had a
grittiness to them that seemed
to be new territory for Thakoon
Panichgul, who first launched
his label in 2004. Colors were
somber and serious, even on a
floral print.
However, that floral print —
mostly mustard with splashes of
a dusty pink — made for some
of the best outfits, including a
quilted coat and a fitted sheath
with exposed seams.
Panichgul tapped into tweeds,
as have many other designers here, but these aren't your
grandmother's tweeds. They
are edgy: the fabric isn't highly
refined, the pattern not always
perfect and the shapes of the
garments aren't restrictive.

udios & 1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
Move in February or March and receive
$100 off your first month's rent!

Alpha Chi Omega

would like to
congratulate
Cami Webster
on her engagement
to Neil sutangtr

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Voted BG's Best Breadsticks!!!!
352-9638

Wanted

Summer subleaser needed 810 5th,
#8 2 bdrm.. 1 1/2 baths. $237 month
Call (419)438-3953

Help Wanted
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
A SUMMER UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
CAMP CANADENSIS, a co-ed resident camp in the Pocono Mountains
of PA. seeks General Bunk Counselors, Athletic. Waterfront. Outdoor Adventure, and Art Specialists Join our
staff from around the U.S. and
abroad and have the experience of a
lifetime! Good salary and travel allowance Internships encouraged
We will be on campus Friday, February 15 To schedule a meeting or
for more info,
call toll-free 800-832-8228.
visit www.canadensis.com or
email inlo@canadensis.com.

HOUSES FOR RENT
AVH i liMt Auwfl
131 N. Church 3 BR
202 E. Merry 4 BR
218 Dill 3 BR
226 E. Merry 4 BR
819 N. Summit 2 BR

New Construction
305 Leroy 3 BR
EH, Pen I
Start fern
418-3H-7S81
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ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
28
29
30
31
33
34
38
39
40
41

43
47
48
49
50
52
53

Deli loaf
Repeated musical theme
One cubic decimeter
Slithery fish
Rigel's constellation
La Scala offering
One with a limited wardrobe?
Dress shapes
Ancient moralist
Have a feeling
Gawks
With 33D, Yule beverage
Waste allowance
Assessed
German wife
Sternward
Seasonal tunes
One with a limited vocabulary?
Novelist Jong
Casual military address
Pierre's pop
Bohemian

57
58
59
60
61
62

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
26
27
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
37

Disney classic, "Old "
Julia's role on "Seinfeld"
Actress Blakley
Tolkien baddies
Zip
"Inka Dinka ■
Recorded
Wind-blown soil
_facto
Moderated
Notable period
38
Flowed
Single example
41
Pay attention to
42
Hook with a handle
44
Certifies under oath
45
Guys' sweeties
Director van Sant
46
48
Brit, flyboys
Woodsman
49
51
Big constrictor
52
See 25A
53
TV horse
54
Landing site
55
Scrub up
Dryly humorous
56

Glaswegian
TV spots
Pulverize
Space Invaders company
Carved pole
Concert sites
One with limited engagements?
Walled city near Madrid
Uncioggmg product
Oxford fellow
Auctioned autos. often
Composer Copland
Metric measure

Ecological
watchdog grp.
You said it!
Holiday Inn rival
U.S. neighbor
Speechifier
Herbal drink
Greek porticos
Inert gas
European capital
AD word
Golf standard
Night before
Gun owner's grp.
Rower's need
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

12 desperate cats seeking person to
handle housekeeping chores Three
requirements: (1) adore cats (2) see
dirt & clean it without direction from
our people. (3) have own transport.
Prefer someone available year round
Will accept calls today only at 419352-3477 to schedule an interview.

Wanted: Someone with clerical,
computer skills & sales background
Flex, hrs Call 419-543-2054

3/4 Bdr Apt. 9 1/2/12 month lease
Comer 7th and High,
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new car* with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Editor Wanted: Published columnist
looking for editor for weekly 650word column. Pays $40 column. Selection process will require candidate
to edit previous rough draft. Google
"Tom Richard" for examples of past
work/subject matter. For application
instructions email:
tam@Mtlromblue com

For Sale

4 Bdrm, 3 Bath. Basement
144 S. Summit Aug-Aug lease .i
$1250/m, call Patsy 419-308-4564 jf

Two 6 string guitars, a half stack &
an effects processor pedal All works
& in great conditon. Best offer.
(4191822-4959. ask for Bob

4 bdrm house, 1 1/2 baths, Wife
hook-up, $1200 mo plus util Close
to town & campus. Avail. 8/15/08
(419)353-1556
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm. Apt. E
Avail Fall, $475/ mo. Util's Inc. i
419-352-5882
«1

For Rent

%

' 3 bdrm. available in August.
• 1 or 2 bdrm avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9470
"08-09 S Y Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm

Undercover shoppers earn up to
$150 per day Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail & dining
establishments. Experience not
required. Call 800-722-4791.

1,2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August '08, 1 yr lease.
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (419)409-1110.

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

2 bedrm. 404 1/2 S College $675
per mo., plus utilities AC, WD
Avail Aug (419|352-6948

YMCA Child Care Group Leaders.
Spring & Summer positions avail.
Hrs: 7-9am. 11-1, 3-6pm, days may
vary. Please contact Sara 419-2519622 or sperna@ymcatoledo.org

1

The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 & 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Brand new 3 bdrm Duplex
2 baths, laundry. DW.
847 2nd St $945 ♦ util
12 mo lease starts May 1 st
419-352-8917
Duplex. Large 1 Bdrm, Avail Fall J
Quiet, Clean $425/mo.
Util's Inc 352-5882
FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU .<
419-601-3225

NfW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
• ONE TIME PURCHASE -

1 Week Free
2wmTSF0RS5M

£rwivj &C, ii«o> 1980

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

Use your package at any ol our locations

*» THE HEAT
904 E Woosler
419-352-3588

5 bdrm . 5 person house Great loca}*
tion. All amenities. May to May leaser**
$1250 mo. (419)352-1584
i»
854 8th St 1 bdrm . full kitchen, lots'2
of parking. $410 mo. & elec. No pets»*
9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354 .

Free Heat' Move-In Specials!
Pet Friendly! Great Location!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

Tan for as low
as $15 a month
•CAll fOR DETAILS-

5 beds, 1 booth
closest to campus

"• SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available

LOTIONS

25% OF

<~THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 bids, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed
TanningCenterBG.com
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BELLYDANCE in beautiful Moroccan
studio KUNDALINI YOGA exclusively available at RADIANCE STUDIO. New 6 wk session begins Mon
Feb. 11, pre-reg required, see
■vww laurashakti com or call
419-217-6690.

Tl\e sisters of
Blocks From Campus

"

1-

U

1 or 2 rmtes. for Fall 08-Spring '09
school year. House on S. Summit.
$355 mo 419-236-6927

THAKOON

"
-'
"

|

U

Wimynr sales tu!!

HOUSE FOR RENT
July, 3-4 bedroom $1000/month
419-308-9905
Houses 8, Apartments
12 month leases only
5 Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www. bgapartments.com
LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS .
May 08 1 block from campus 239 ;
Manville. 3 bdrm . 1 bath, good cond •
$675 mo (419)352-9392
3 84 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 bedrm 404 S. College $650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug.
419-352-4850

• TAX REFUND*

ECCA

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

TIRE SME

NEW TIRES H WINTERIZE I MECHANICAL! OIL CHANGE

FREE

Antl-FreezeTest ; |
i ^Mechanical
Radiator Rath

Student Housing

meccabg.com
V

!

1

ii with Tire Rotation*
iwMtnmNifWNiMkNM
lr»clwtf«a FREE tna|Me«Mt
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.or» 'NOmo.Mcotfnrwwomiiw• V*oorHiftMcoi*niV*i>L**uaj

Across from ALDI
■CMMIHjraMWNMU
IMaumM
532 Bros Aw
Ipenyiburg 26996 N Deoe H«y
IWooMb
3725WMonRd
ISytwuta
5832 Mara S

419-842-8473
419-893-7242
41M730911
419498-1863
419W-8964

Fnmont®
WMToMo
North Town
South ToMo
FrmUlnPlrt

1925 W St* St
2779 W Centra1
222 W Alms
750 S Reynolds
5022 Monroe St

Fi

419-332-3261 Hofand
7171 OrchafOCntr 419-861-19191
419-479-7010 Truck t Firm
532 Illinois Aw
419491-79731
419476-7121 Bowling Grttn 999SManSt
419-352-57881
419-536-3033 Monti, Mkhignl966 NTeleowh 80O498«)09|
4194754671 _yBfJJJ»OjlTMjWtB_ag.«lr™i.«.. com

Men's Basketball

I Z_ 'Vednesday. Febitiaiy 6.',

POT THEM IN THE GUTTER!
GO FALCONS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Go BG! Beat Central Michigan!

ids.

r1

X.

* *

f

1010 N. MAIN ST.
\ BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

419-352-4637
WWW.ALMARLANES.COM
ALMAR3OO^0ACOR.NET

Become a Falcon Fanatic!

Get all your game gear at SBX
■ Foam Fingers
• T-shirts.
■ Sweatshirts
■ Blankets

SEE YOU AFTER THE OAMEI

C J'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE
WE HAVE THE AREA'S ONLY COSMIC BOWLING FRIDAY £ SATURDAY NIGHTS!

•
•
•
•

Face Decals
Flacon Flags
Scat Cushions
Thundersticks

530 East Wooster St., BG

Go Falcons!
Don't Miss a Shot!
with this
FREE
Camera Phone
(after $50.00 mail in
rebate and copy of this ad)

*~—

OFFER ONLY VALID
at 2 B Mobile (Downtown)
107 S. Main St.
(next to Jeds)

419-354-2400

cimic imii'

Clinic Trim
Clinic

• Bandanas
• Pom Poms
•Orange Wigs

• and much more!
419.353.7732

Single, Double,
and
Triple say
Crush the Chips!

HUM*

Biwm Thompson Student Union E Wooster 8 S. Mill, BG
Pick IF NIIIIW mi 'III 1 HI.

everiTon wireless
>..

Authorized
Agent
Au

Do what tastes right."
itM«in-Wi'«IMVplHDiiMCKl|

